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About Andale’s range of Mobile Bar and Portable Beer Systems...

The team at Andale have been manufacturing, supplying and installing our range of Australian made beer dispensing equipment since 1946. Over the years our range of Mobile Bar and Portable Beer Systems have grown to become the most comprehensive in Australia.

Andale’s range of mobile bars is second to none. Made from the highest quality materials and components, our Mobile Bars are professionally fitted by our factory trained technicians and are designed to last.

Andale’s range of portable beer systems are the ideal solution for anyone who wants a simple and convenient beer system without the cost. Our range of Cold Plate coolers are designed to operate without electricity, yet still deliver icy cold beer. Andale have a portable beer cooler for every application. From coolers for professional keg hire companies, Australia’s breweries to the home enthusiast, Andale have a portable beer system to suit everyone’s needs.

Andale also stock and provide Australia’s largest range of beer dispensing products and service. Our products and services include:

- Glycol Beer Systems
- Q-Guard Beer Systems
- Beer Pump Gas Systems
- Beer Taps & Fonts
- Snaplok® equipment
- Gas Equipment
- FOB Monitors
- Portable Beer Systems
- Mobile Bars
- Full range of spare parts
- Glycol System Preventative Maintenance
- Tap & keg coupler servicing
- 24/7 Emergency Breakdown Service
- Staff Training

Call Andale for a free quote on your next beer dispensing system.
Stainless Steel Mobile Bar

**Standard Features...**
- 11.5” Andale T font (1 to 6 taps available)
- Stainless steel finish (Re-enforced)
- High capacity Ice Bank Beer cooler
- Designed to dispense 100ltres p/hour @ 20 degrees ambient
- Leads with Snaplok nozzles
- Stainless Steel drip tray
- Beer taps and adaptors
- LED lights under servery (optional)
- Lockable castors
- 2000mm L x 700mm Deep x (including serving ledge over hang) x 1060mm (Bench height) 1200mm (Serving ledge)
- Australian made
Decorative Mobile Bar

Standard Features...
- 11.5" Andale T font (1 to 6 taps available)
- Timber serving top
- Decorative stainless steel finish
- High capacity Ice Bank Beer cooler
- Designed to dispense 100ltrs p/hour @ 20 degrees ambient
- Leads with Snaplok nozzles
- Stainless Steel drip tray
- Beer taps and adaptors
- LED lights under servery (optional)
- Lockable castors
- 2000mm L x 700mm Deep x (including serving ledge over hang) x 1060mm (Bench height) 1200mm (Serving ledge)
- Australian made
Mobile Bar Accessories

Timber Top...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar.

Ice Well...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar and Decorative Mobile Bar.

Cash Drawer...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar and Decorative Mobile Bar.

Cup Dispenser...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar, Decorative Mobile Bar and Keg Bar.

Glass Racks...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar and Decorative Mobile Bar in either three or four tier.

Speed Rack...
Available as an upgrade for the Stainless Steel Mobile Bar, Decorative Mobile Bar and Keg Bar.

Under Bar Fridge...
Available with 2 doors and Self-contained refrigeration. Perfect for packaged products.
Mini Decorative Bar

**Standard Features...**
- Taipan font (1 to 4 taps available)
- Timber serving top
- Decorative stainless steel finish
- High capacity Ice Bank Beer cooler
- Designed to dispense 100lttrs p/hour @ 20 degrees ambient
- Beer taps.
- Leads with Snaplok® nozzles
- Stainless Steel drip tray
- Lockable castors
- Australian made
The Keg Bar

Standard Features...

♦ 11.5” Andale T font (1 to 6 taps available)
♦ Stainless Steel Shell
♦ Designed to dispense 100lttrs p/hour @ 20 degrees ambient
♦ Dimensions - 1620mm W x 720mm D x 1000mm H
♦ Lockable Castors
♦ Optional Ice Well, Cash Drawer and Glass Racks available
♦ 100% Australian Made
The Beer Bar

**Standard Features...**
- 11.5° Andale T font (1 to 4 taps available)
- Simple to use.
- Stainless Steel Shell
- Comes with Beer taps and Transfer leads
- Designed to dispense 100ltres p/hour @ 20 degrees ambient
- Cooler and dispenser combined - eliminating the installation of a conventional dispense system.
- High capacity Ice Bank Beer cooler
- Dimensions - 1570mm H x 515mm W x 425mm D

Countess Beer Chiller

**Standard Features...**
- Dimensions - Chiller: 250mm H x 480mm D x 405mm W
- Font: 340mm H - Loop cooling
- Ice Bank: 4kg
- Water Bath: 10ltr
- Weight: 37kg
- Compressor: Danfoss R134A
- Designed to dispense 25ltres of beer @ 20 degrees ambient
- Coils: Single coil 5/16” x 20mts
- Drip Tray: Stainless Steel
Custom Mobile Bars

Andale can design and fabricate custom mobile bars to suit your needs. From fully branded mobile bars, custom sizes and custom tap configurations, Andale can design a mobile bar to your specifications. Please contact your local Andale office for more information.
Cold Plate Coolers

Andale have the largest range of Cold Plate Coolers in Australia. We have a model in our range to suit many needs and applications. All of our Cold Plate Coolers are available in single or double configurations and are also available in a pack complete with a tap or beer gun, gas regulator and keg coupler.

A Cold Plate Cooler is a simple and convenient way to dispense ice cold beer anywhere, any time. All you need to do is fill the Cooler with ice and the ‘Cold Plate’ inside the cooler acts as a heat exchanger which chills your beer. Simple, convenient and portable. Our Cold Plate coolers are used by all of Australia’s major breweries, catering companies and keg hire experts.

Cold Plate Cooler

- Snaplok® outlet
- 2 metre beer lead
- Cold Plate
- No electricity necessary - all you need is ice to chill your beer.
- Durable Esky brand cooler
- Available in a pack complete with tap or beer gun, gas regulator and keg coupler.
- 100% Australian made

Deluxe Cold Plate Cooler

- Snaplok® outlet
- 2 metre beer lead
- Cold Plate
- No electricity necessary - all you need is ice to chill your beer.
- 100% Australian made
- Available in a pack complete with tap or beer gun, gas regulator and keg coupler.
- Also available as a High Volume version with an 11kg cold plate with 8m x 5/16” tubing.

Deluxe Cooler - with Font

- Chrome Beer Font
- Snaplok® outlet
- 2 metre beer lead
- Cold Plate
- Simple to use
- No electricity necessary - all you need is ice to chill your beer.
- Portable and durable cooler
- 100% Australian made
Leland Picnic Pump

Accessories

C0² Regulator

- Simple to use
- Built in safety relief valve
- Non return valve built into outlet
- Meets AS4267

Keg Couplers

Standard Features...
- Portable (perfect for keg hire)
- Uses disposable C0² bottles (no need for clumsy regulators, leads or heavy bottles)
- All you need is ice to chill your beer
- Keeps beer fresher and longer than conventional picnic pumps
- CUB or Tooheys style available
- Comes complete with carry case and two C0² cylinders

C0² Cylinder

3.3kg (8-10 kegs)

Washout Equipment

Available in...
- Snaplok and Pinvalve
- A Style (Lion and Coopers)
- D Style (CUB)
- S Style (European)
- G Style
- U Style

Available in...
- 5 ltr plastic
- 15 ltr plastic
- 30 ltr plastic
- 50 ltr plastic
- 18 ltr (2 neck) s/s
- 19 ltr snaplok s/s
- 19 ltr piniave s/s
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